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Your committee members have recently redistributed the tasks they undertake on a voluntary basis and
we thought it is important for the membership to know who they are and what they do within the
association. Over the next few issues of the newsletter we will run a series of articles to introduce the
committee members to you.

Naomi Adams
Committee member since May 2014, manager of Crathes Apiary
My father adored honey and kept bees
when I was a child although I only have a
memory of that. I had never considered
keeping bees and actually do not even like
honey.
A few years ago I started a vegetable
patch in my back garden but had a pitiable
harvest of most crops. The broad beans
were lamentable and so I asked for some
advice from my brother who is an expert
in this business. He diagnosed a
pollination deficit, in short, there were not
enough bees. Sure enough, when I started
to take notice, the cotoneaster beside my conservatory window that used to be humming with
bees had very few visitors. Then I started taking notice of all the media attention that the plight
of the bees was getting.
I started to plant flowers and shrubs that would attract bees and heard that a course was
starting at the Aberdeen Grammar school that autumn as an introductory bee keeping class. I
had no intention of ever keeping bees even at that stage; I was just keen to learn more about
bees. The next thing I got involved with was going out to the Apiary at Crathes and was
hooked.
One of the nucleus hives was not strong enough to go the heather along with the others so I
was allowed to foster them at home. As the time drew near to having to return them to the
apiary, I knew that I was going to miss them all so when an advert appeared for bees for sale in
the newsletter I bought my first colony. They thrived and I have added to my stock, my
neighbours are delighted to get honey and the crop of beans has increased accordingly. In
addition, I have met some lovely enthusiastic people who are always willing to give advice
and help out in any way; I ought to have started keeping bees earlier.
As an association, we are very fortunate to have the apiary at Crathes and it is with some
trepidation that I have taken on the general running of this facility. I have been going as a
volunteer for several years and at least I have had a very good tutor in Graham Torrie who has
now stepped down from this role so I have very big shoes to step into. I will not be doing this
on my own as there are already a core of very committed volunteers who show up regularly
and help out.
Our aims are not going to change any, the welfare of the bees and the opportunity for
anyone wanting to come out and get some hands on experience is still going to be our priority.
If you are interested in joining us once the regular visits start up in the spring, please just send
me an email and I can let you know when we will be at the apiary. naomi@adamsnet.co.uk

Members’ Events
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DEMONSTRATION OF SPRING INSPECTION
Hosted by Apiary Manager Naomi Adams,
assisted by Graham Torrie & Hugh Donahoe.
2 – 4 p.m. on Saturday 15th April at Crathes Apiary
Sat Nav coordinates 57.061771 -2.437217, Postcode AB31 5QJ
DEMONSTRATION OF WORKING WITH
POLYSTYRENE HIVES
Hosted by Erling Watt.
2 – 4 p.m. on Saturday 29th April at his
apiary at Grove Nursery, Aberdeen.
From Queens Road turn into Hazledene Road.
Continue along Hazledene Road for about 475
meters and the entrance to Grove Nursery is on
the right. Erling will meet you at the entrance
to the nursery between 1:50 and 2:15. If you
arrive later walk in through the metal entrance
gates and immediately turn left and continue
walking for 100 meters to reach the apiary.
Sat Nav coordinates 57.140296 -2.166458.
Postcode AB15 8LB
LUNCH ON THE LAWN
AND BRING AND BUY SALE
Courtesy of the Seed family at 12 noon
On Sunday the 28th of May.
Greenapple, The Walled Garden, Auchry,
Cuminestown. Postcode AB53 5TP
Where we will enjoy a bite to eat and a chance to
blether about how the season is progressing.
.
BRING AND BUY
Members are invited to bring along any surplus
beekeeping equipment that they want to sell (at a
reasonable price!) and to have a poke around
what others are selling on. Please note that if you
have a large quantity of equipment you wish to
bring to the event, we can assist with transport.
HONEY JARS, SYRUP AND CANDY
- at unbeatable prices.
THROUGH THE MICROSCOPE –
Hugh Donohoe and David Morland
will demonstrate how microscopy can be applied
to the study of pollen, bees and bee diseases.
NEW EQUIPMENT
AND BEEKEEPING BOOKS We’ll have a good selection of new beekeeping
equipment and books to browse and purchase.
DIRECTIONS:
From the B9170 coming into Cuminestown,
signs (ADBKA, with directional arrow) will be
placed at both ends of the lane to guide you in.
A Sat Nav programmed with the post code will
get you to the road end. Look out for the blue
"Green Apple" sign in the yard.

Bee Health Awareness Day,
9:30 – 4:30 p.m. on Saturday 13th May
at Kinellar Community Hall, Postcode AB21 0JQ
Please note the response to this event has been terrific
and it is now fully booked.
MORAY BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION (MBA)
Scottish Charity Number SC042185
QUEEN REARING
AND NUCLEUS CREATION COURSE
MBA (Lead Tutor: Tony Harris NDB) will be running the
above course on Sunday 28th May 2017
from 10am to 5.00pm at our Training Apiary near Elgin
This full day course will cover stock selection, queen
rearing in a queenright colony, hands on grafting practice,
nucleus creation and the use of Apidea mini mating hives.
The £60 course fee includes lunch, tea, and coffee and a
detailed hand-out of the techniques employed.
To book your place or for more info Contact: Tony Harris
on 07884 496246, email: tony@moraybeekeepers.co.uk
Numbers are limited.
Note this event was previously advertised as taking place
on the 28th of June, this was an error and the correct date is
as detailed above.
THE ADBKA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
is on 24th May this year at 7:15 p.m.
at Kinellar Community Hall, Blackburn, AB21 OJQ
All members will be welcome.
As is customary, the roles of Office Bearers (Chair, Vice
Chair, Secretary and Treasurer) are up for re-election. Last
year’s Chair (Graham Torrie) and Secretary (Rosie Crighton)
will not be standing again.
Any member can put themselves forward for nomination and
should contact Rosie if they are interested (01224 791181).
We are also looking for a few enthusiastic beekeepers to join
the committee as Trustees of ADBKA. We will give
preference to members who have kept bees for some time and
who would like to be involved in the running of one of
Scotland’s largest beekeeping associations.
This will require active participation in running and organising
events or becoming part of the 'core crew' at the apiary.
Contact David Morland (07768244420) if you are interested.
DEMONSTRATION OF SWARM CONTROL
Hosted by Graham Torrie.
2 – 4 p.m. on Sunday 21st of May at Crathes Apiary
Sat Nav coordinates 57.061771 -2.437217 Postcode AB31 5QJ
Please note that the apiary event will not be held on the 13th of
May as advertised on your membership programme but instead
on the 21st of May.
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MEET THE MEMBERS
INTRODUCTION
In the following series of articles we intend to introduce some of the long standing association members,
some of which have been active within the association for many decades and today still play a very active role. The
first people we have chosen to feature within these articles are Sandy and Lilian Gordon from Danestone in
Aberdeen. Both Sandy and Lilian have been active and supportive of the association and are some of the most
recognized members. Today they continue to offer their services to house association loan equipment and offer their
advice to beekeepers who call in past.
The series of articles about Sandy and Lilian shall extend over several months, this first article serving as
simply the introduction.
In 2004 Sandy was awarded the ‘Local Association Award’ by the Scottish beekeeping association. This was
awarded in recognition of the quality of his contribution within the ADBKA, and for his active promotion of the art
of beekeeping in the environment of the ADBKA. Sandy is one of only four ADBKA members to receive this
award.
Although Sandy is now in his ninety second year and Lilian in her eighty sixth years they continue to
transport their bees to harvest the spring, summer and heather nectar crops. Sandy’s name on just about every
association honey show trophy is evidence of their prowess as beekeepers and producers of the finest honey. As
Sandy once said to me ‘once a Beekeeper, always a Beekeeper’.
Lindsey Macaulay

Sandy & Lilian GORDON
PART 1 – MY EARLY YEARS
My Father moved to Danestone, Aberdeen in
1930 when I was a small boy, from there he ran the
family business of a market garden. When the time
came I took my turn at the helm to continue where they
had left off. My father kept bees but unfortunately the
bees died out when he did, I would describe my father
as

someone who owned bees rather than a beekeeper.
My leisure pursuit in my early years centred on fishing
and shooting which has a very strong link to conservation and
protection of wild life. I developed this into the rearing of
pheasants which I did at my current address at Danestone.
One day I checked my pheasants to discover that a
poacher had been active in my garden and had killed and stolen
my pheasants, all that was left was a trail of feathers leading
back into the centre of Aberdeen where I assume the poacher
had come from.
I decided at this point that I would need to keep
livestock that had a bit
more venom and could defend
themselves against poachers; I decided I’d keep bees....
Sandy and Lilian Gordon
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PRINCE’S TRUST TEAM PROGRAMME
Several Aberdeen and District Beekeepers Association (ADBKA) members keep our bees within the former
Grove nursery within Hazlehead park in Aberdeen. The area of ground we have allocated for our activities measures
approximately one hundred yards by fifty and we are one of many groups that use parts of the overall twenty acres
site.
While visiting our beehives in late November we
noticed that many hand painted signs had been erected,
several tree stumps painted and several posts driven into the
ground and all decorated with honey bee insignia. Some key
facts regarding honey bee behaviour and life spans had been
researched and embellished on the signage.
I discovered that members of The Prince’s Trust
Team Programme had taken it upon themselves to improve
the look of the environment where our bees are kept. The
programme is employability and personal development
course for 16 to 25 year olds that is delivered through
Aberdeen Foyer and the group responsible is Team 48.
The Trust runs a twelve week program for young
people with up to fifteen members within the work group,
the work group is headed up by Nicky Donelan who is the Prince’s trust Team Leader for Aberdeen. The trust runs
a work group in Aberdeen, Fraserburgh and Peterhead. Towards the end of the twelve week training program the
group receives assistance in the preparation of C.V. and cover letter writing to help them seek future employment.
During the program the group members receive training which
is accredited by Aberdeen College. Team participants who
successfully complete the course, 70% go on to training,
education or employment.
During the twelve weeks the members are on the course
they also partake in fund raising which they did most recently
by participating in a family fun day that was held in Union
Terrace Gardens, during this most recent event the group raised
£280 with all proceeds going back into community projects.
One of the group members was a young man called
Callum Adam who during his twelve weeks with the Prince’s
trust received some work experience with Police Scotland, his
interest is to join the police in the future. Others have gained
work experience from the Ranger Service within
Aberdeen Council.
Whilst the group receives their training they at
the same time contribute towards community projects
and improve the surroundings of the immediate
environment. The work groups themselves decide which
environments they will action in future, Nicky suggested
they may focus their attention on some community child
play areas that would benefit from their attention.
Not only did the prince’s trust group improve
our area but they have created walkways and gathering
points through the adjacent woodland that is contained
within the nursery site and the group took great pride in
showing us around the woodland that they have remodelled. We concluded our meeting by thanking the
group for helping us improve our area and invited them
back in the spring when a few of the group may wish to help us inspect our bees by going through a hive whilst
wearing protective clothing or alternatively viewing the bees from the safety of an observation hive. Who knows it
may inspire them to become association members in the future.
Lindsey Macaulay and Nicky Donelan
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Non-native species and mobile applications experts at the Centre for Ecology & Hydrology (CEH) have
collaborated with the UK government to develop a new app to record and monitor sightings of the Asian hornet.
The team at CEH, which includes ecologist Professor Helen Roy and mobile applications developer Karolis
Kazlauskis, developed the Asian Hornet Watch app as part of a GB Non-native Species Alert System to help
protect biodiversity.
The app – launched by Minister for Rural Affairs and Biosecurity Lord Gardiner during Invasive Species Week
– includes information on the ecology of the Asian hornet as well as details of species that are commonly
confused with it.
http://www.ceh.ac.uk/news-and-media/news/asian-hornet-monitoring-takes-flight-new-app-developed-cehscientists
Malcolm Watson

ASIAN HORNET NOTE
An incursion of the Asian hornet late last season in England and subsequent destruction of a
located nest was a reminder to us all as beekeepers that we need to be extra vigilant as regards being
alert to incursions of invasive species.
Although Asian hornet is defined as an invasive non-native species and not a notifiable pest
of honey bees it is a highly aggressive predator of native insects and poses a significant threat to
honey bees and other pollinators.
The Bee Health Improvement Partnership (BHIP) comprises representatives from Scottish
Beekeepers Association, Bee Farmers Association, Scottish Government (Inspectors, Policy and
SASA) and SAC Consulting (Scotland’s Rural College (SRUC)). BHIP has been exploring ways of
encouraging the monitoring effort and is now ready to help by issuing traps to all Affiliated
Beekeeping Associations (ABA’s).
There is already in place a network of sentinel apiaries (early warning stations) at strategic,
risk based apiaries around the country which complements a similar arrangement in England and
Wales. However it is considered beneficial to bolster this with additional stations at ABA’s apiaries.
An arrangement is in place to send out to each ABA some proprietary Asian hornet traps. These
should be arriving with you shortly, under separate cover, direct from the UK distributor and this
note is to alert you to the thinking behind it. The traps include a start-up pack of lures as well as
detailed instructions.
Comprehensive information on the Asian hornet including identification guides is available
on BeeBase: http://www.nationalbeeunit.com/index.cfm?pageid=208
If you are suspicious that you may have located a non-native species then please contact GB
Non Native Species Secretariat at: http://www.nonnativespecies.org/index.cfm?sectionid=81
Samples and photographs may also be sent to Science and Advice for Scottish Agriculture
(SASA) for confirmation. Please provide your address and contact details along with as much detail
as possible about the specimen (e.g. the shape, size, colour of the body and legs as well as
information on where you found it). Packages should be marked: “Asian Hornet sample” and sent
to:
Fiona Highet (Entomology Manager), Virology and Zoology Section, SASA, Roddinglaw Road,
Edinburgh. EH12 9FJ
If you still have any concerns then please contact BeesMailbox@gov.scot and one of our colleagues
will get back to you. Thanking you in anticipation for your understanding and cooperation and
happy to discuss further,
Stephen Sunderland
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The spring Lecture Series that is presented by ADBKA from the 16th of February until the 23rd of March
has been very well attended this year with approximately fifty eight (58) students this year. This must be amongst
the best attended lecture series that has been hosted by ADBKA.
I thought it may be interesting to conduct a survey of the attendees, the questions and responses I received
are detailed below.
How people heard about the event:

Website
Word of Mouth

– 16
-4

Newsletter
Turriff Show
Facebook

-2
-4
-6

How many are new to beekeeping and how many are returning:

New to beekeeping
Returning

- 56
-2

How many plan to start looking after their own colony this spring

- Approximately half the attendees.

How many will be intending to purchase bees this spring :

- Approximately half the attendees

How many are attending simply to further their own knowledge
and education:

- Approximately one quarter
the attendees.

How many intend to join ADBKA once the classes are completed:

- Approx. two thirds the attendees.

How many intend to keep bees for : honey production
- Approx. half to two thirds of attendees.
support of the species
- Approximately one quarter of attendees.
to support local shows and events - Three people responded
future financial income
- One person responded
Lindsey Macaulay
BEEKEEPING SUPPLIES AND FREE EQUIPMENT LOAN FOR
ADBKA MEMBERS ACROSS THE NORTH EAST

Aberdeen Bee Supplies
Jock McGregor is the local agent for Thorne
Beekeeping Equipment.
Contact him on 01224 790468 or e-mail:
aberdeenbeesupplies@hotmail.com

Honey extractors; Heather honey press; Mini-melters;
Wax extractor; Wax foundation press
Contact: Sandy Gordon 01224 484540
DANESTONE AB22 8AJ

9-FRAME RADIAL EXTRACTOR (electric) –
FOR HIRE £10 per hire period
STEAM WAX MELTER –
available ON LOAN £10 deposit
Both items available from Jock McGregor,
11 Marcus Road, Blackburn.
Tel. 01224 790468

Heated uncapping tray; Electric uncapping knife;
Heather honey press; Wax melter;
Universal lightweight 9 frame radial extractor
Contact: Joan Gilbert-Stevens 019755 81369
craigmill@btinternet.com
MUIR OF FOWLIS AB33 8NX

DISCOUNTED SUPPLIES
contact Erling or Joan
PRICE LIST
RAGUS Bee Candy 2.5kg
£5.50
Box of 4
£22
Fondant 2.5kg
£3
Box of 5
£15
Syrup 14kg
£15,50
Jars (1 lb and ½ lb, incl. lids)
Gross (144)
£50
½ Gross (72)
£25
Bag of 25 lids
£3
Hessian: 2m length
£2

Heated uncapping tray; Electric uncapping knife;
Heather honey press; Wax melter;
Unimel stainless steel 3 frame tangential extractor
Contact: Erling Watt 074294 54572
watterlingg@aol.com
LONGSIDE AB42 4XQ
Combimel stainless steel radial 9 frame extractor; Heated
uncapping tray; Electric uncapping knife; Refractometer;
Candle-making kit are available at Crathes Apairy. For
further information contact Joan Gilbert-Stevens.

